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about the novel
In the aftermath of the calamitous Human/Etech research study, Chandra and Kyra
struggle to reclaim the life they shared in a pre-EMPATHY world, while Ty, armed with
knowledge of EMPATHY’s programming language, seeks revenge on the Halmans for
the harm that’s befallen his friends.
As a North American Union investigation into the happenings on the compound looms,
a grief-stricken Peter works to resurrect the memory of his mother from a harvested
nanochip, and Heather scrambles to keep her family—and their company—together.
Alistair, having abandoned the family business, plots to save his hide and that of his wife
while she strives to stay one step ahead of a husband she has no reason to trust.
As old and new foes emerge, spouse is further pit against spouse, brother against sister,
and governments against their people.
Mourning Dove is an evocative, sweeping symphony of love, revenge, and desperation
in cacophonous times. It is the second installment in r. r. campbell’s epic EMPATHY sci-fi
saga.
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praise for book one

"... freaking sci-fi Game of Thrones." - author M. A. Hinkle
"Campbell is a master storyteller. A breath of fresh air."
- Jeremy Martin, author of Foreign to You
"A Black Mirror-esque sci-fi thriller." - Ravenous for Reads
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